Home Close
Winslow

Milton Keynes Central Approx 10 miles
M1 Junction 14 Milton Keynes
M40 Junction 9 Bicester
Central Milton Keynes to Euston

Ella Homes are delighted to offer for sale this beautifully presented 6 bedroom family home situated within easy walk of the ancient market town of Winslow. Home Close sits centrally upon 1/2 an acre plot of stunning landscaped gardens and has enviable views over the open countryside. Entranced via wrought iron gates onto a gravelled driveway providing off road parking for several vehicles. Triple garage and lockable garden store. A large reception hallways greets you into the home leading you through to an essential downstairs cloakroom and on to the family room with two enormous sky lights allowing light to flood throughout the open plan ground floor reception rooms. The elegant dining room flows on to the stylish kitchen separated by bi-folding doors. The hand painted kitchen has various base and eye level units providing essential storage and integral appliances which include; dishwasher, microwave, double oven and Miele 5 burner induction hob. Finished with granite work surfaces and beautiful wood flooring and a window overlooking the pretty kitchen garden; this kitchen is sure to inspire the discerning cook. An adjoining utility room with walk in pantry/larder cupboard offers further storage. The living room has a feature log burning stove set into the wall with granite hearth creating warmth and ambience on those cold winter nights with the contrasting added benefit of bi-fold doors opening onto the stunning travertine patio ideal during the summer. This room is fitted with hi-fi and television speakers and the two main first floor bedrooms have a Sonos sound system. The accommodation is completed on the ground floor with three spacious bedrooms each with built in storage and views of the rear garden and their own individual en-suite bath/shower rooms. A well proportioned study with painted wood panelling overlooking the side garden provides a tranquil working space. A rear lobby area provides access to the triple garage and garden. As you rise to the first floor a picture window leads your eye to a breathtaking view across miles of open countryside. The spacious galleried landing provides access to all three first floor bedrooms.
Bedroom three is a vast room overlooking the front of the property. Bedroom two used as a master bedroom by the current owners has patio doors opening on to a fabulous balcony and a recently renovated bathroom with freestanding bath and walk in shower finished with floor to ceiling neutral ceramic tiling. The master suite has two Juliette balcony’s, with built in wardrobes and immeasurable bathroom comprising of walk in shower and high quality three piece suite; fully tiled and finished with natural slate flooring. There is a seamless flow from inside to outside. The wrap around gardens have been lovingly landscaped and planted by the current owners. The side garden is framed with a striking horn beam hedge offering shelter to the well established orchard. There are outside storage sheds, one currently being utilised as a chicken enclosure. The pristine uniformed kitchen garden provides prolific produce ranging from salad leaves, vegetables, herbs and fruits. The rear garden is mainly laid to lawn with mature shrubs and trees giving a great deal of privacy and the ideal backdrop to the impressive elevated patio area edged with sleepers. This outside entertaining area has a Mediterranean feel planted with fiery coloured heat loving plants. There is a pagoda covered with attractive wisteria offering essential shade over the outside dining area on those hot summer days.

Postcode MK18 3HR

Guide Price: £1,250,000
Important Notice
These particulars which have been produced with the greatest of care and attention, and are only intended to give the purchaser a guide to the description of the property. They are prepared to comply with the Property Misdescriptions Act 1991; however they are for guidance only and must not be relied on as a statement of fact. These particulars do not constitute an offer or contract. Intended purchasers should satisfy themselves by inspection to the property and its appliances, equipment and services as these have not been tested.